Preliminary Study 1:

Key Issues Discussed:

- Identified major campus connecting pathways across Agate St at Humpy Lumpy, 15th and 17th Avenues, and across 15th Avenue to account for pedestrian movement from EmX nodes at Walnut St and Agate St
- Pathways – reinforce 15th Ave as a pedestrian way as well as a vehicular way – maybe as more spacious boulevard; E-W path Moss St to Agate St through central part of site; N-S connecting Columbia St to Bean Hall and 15th Ave area along west side of ECRH
- Increase the shared public open space concept to and through Glenn Starlin Courtyard, esp. as access point to/from superblock
- ECRH massing at NE corner
- Service zone along Moss St.
Preliminary Study 2:

Key Issues Discussed:

- Create an extension of East Campus Green to increase the shared public open space concept
- ECRH massing at center of superblock acts as boundary to, and defines, open space
Preliminary Study 3:

Key Issues Discussed:

- ECRH massing towards center of superblock to frame two open spaces; the natural extension of East Campus Green east and between Moss St and ECRH E-W
- Path or service zone from Bean Hall south to ECRH massing
- Keep basketball courts in current location with a service zone between ECRH and courts; can be hidden behind a row of bleachers